
ANCHORAGE METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS 
POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING 

 
Mayor’s Conference Room, 8th Floor 

632 West 6th Avenue 
Anchorage, Alaska 

 
December 21, 2011 

1:00 p.m. 
 
This meeting was continued from December 15, 2011. 
 
Policy Committee members Present: 
Name Representing 
Robert Campbell Alaska Dept. of Transportation & Public Facilities, Regional Director 

(DOT&PF) 
Cindy Heil  Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation (ADEC), Air Quality 
George Vakalis Municipal Mayor 
Patrick Flynn  MOA/Municipal Assembly 
Chris Birch  MOA/Municipal Assembly 
 
Also in attendance  
Name Representing 
Craig Lyon  MOA/Community Development/Transportation Planning Dept. (TPD) 
Jon Spring  TPD 
Jennifer Witt * DOT&PF 
Bart Rudolph  DOT&PF 
 
*AMATS Technical Advisory Committee members 
 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 
 
CHAIR CAMPBELL called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.  Cindy Heil was present on behalf 
of Alice Edwards, and George Vakalis was present on behalf of Mayor Sullivan.  Mr. Birch 
arrived at 1:04 p.m.  A quorum was established. 
 
2. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT 
 
MR. LYON encouraged public involvement in this meeting of the AMATS Policy Committee.  
He explained staff would first make their presentation, followed by any comments from 
Committee members, and the floor would then be open to public comment. 
 
3. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
The agenda was previously approved. 
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4. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES - None 
 
5. BUSINESS ITEMS 
 

a. 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan Update & Release of Public Review 
Draft (continued) 

 
This agenda item was continued from the December 15, 2011 meeting.  At that meeting, the 
Committee had requested some modifications prior to approving the public release of the 2035 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan Public Review Draft. 
 
Request for an Appendix 
With regard to the appendix the Committee requested, MR. SPRING noted it was not available 
for the meeting.  He indicated staff was working to get the document formatted, and at this time 
it was not possible to prepare an index until all the chapters are finalized.  However, he noted 
staff understands the intent of the Committee and will carry through with the Committee’s 
recommendation to have this in the public hearing draft when it is published.  CHAIR 
CAMPBELL asked if the Committee had any objections to moving forward as Mr. Spring has 
proposed with the index to be provided as part of the release, but not part of the Committee’s 
specific concurrence.  Hearing no objections, CHAIR CAMPBELL stated this would go 
forward with that plan. 
 
Mr. Birch arrived at 1:04 p.m. 
 
For clarification, MS. HEIL indicated the index is to provide a clear understanding of all the 
areas within the MTP that address the Knik Arm Bridge so that people can clearly find all the 
references to the Bridge throughout the document.  MR. SPRING confirmed this understanding. 
 
For further clarification, MS. HEIL stated the Committee moved to use that alternative versus a 
separate chapter for the Knik Arm Bridge due to scheduling and funding constraints.  She wanted 
to make it clear for the record that this is how the Committee is solving the comments received.  
CHAIR CAMPBELL confirmed that was the motion moved and approved last Thursday 
(12/15/2011).   
 
Modification to Project 201 
MR.SPRING explained the direction staff received at last Thursday’s Policy Committee meeting 
was to take Project 201, which was previous called Seward-Glenn Highway Connection Phase 3, 
which was the section between 20th Avenue and Seward Highway, and the Glenn Highway at 
Bragaw Street or Airport Heights, and to divide that project into discrete phases.  He noted the 
suggested phases were included in the modification.  He indicated the overall study, which is the 
environmental document, would include the entire area within the termini.  He emphasized that 
prior to the environmental document being completed the individual projects are considered to 
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be somewhat temporary or as placeholders.  He noted this is similar to how large projects have 
been treated in the past.  MR. SPRING explained Project 201 is replaced by three discrete phases 
with an overall Environmental Document phase, which will cover the entire project. 
 

 Project 201b is the Airport Heights-Glenn Highway Interchange, which is a new facility, 
and would be a long-term project estimated at $70 million.   

 Project 201c includes the Airport Heights to Ingra-Gambell Corridor, and in this case, the 
termini was specified.  He indicated there might be various alternatives considered, which 
might include the 5th Avenue corridor, the old concept of 3rd Avenue corridor; or another 
concept.  However, Project 201c would be a long-term project estimated at $200 million. 

 Project 201d would be the termini described as the Chester Creek or 20th Avenue to the 
5th – 6th Avenue Couplet, which would include the phase through Fairview.  He explained 
staff provided some descriptions of the project from the previous plan, which includes the 
depressed highway and overpasses to connect to the Fairview community.  He indicated 
that is the most expensive one, which is estimated to be about $325 million in the long-
term project list. 

 
CHAIR CAMPBELL noted that from a construction standpoint the funding is much more 
appropriate at these levels than it was previously. 
 
There were no comments from the public on the proposed modification. 
 
From the right-of-way acquisition standpoint for a phased-in project like this, MR. BIRCH asked 
at what point right-of-way would start being acquired or preserved in anticipation of the project 
moving forward.  In response, CHAIR CAMPBELL noted in general if the power of 
condemnation is to be used, you cannot proceed with right-of-way until a good design is in hand, 
and it would be well after the environmental process and well into the design process.  However, 
if you are talking about preservation of right-of-way or advance acquisition, CHAIR 
CAMPBELL indicated this could be done subject to funding availability, and whenever funds 
are available, then right-of-way can be acquired at anytime if there is a willing buyer and seller. 
 
MR. BIRCH noted with the corridor having been mapped, and this is the direction we are 
heading, that it may take 10 or 15 years, that there might be some benefit in setting aside that 
right-of-way.  He indicated he wanted to be sure that if it is being broken out in phases like this 
that you are not compromising that; it is just that you need to have an over-arching proposal. 
 
CHAIR CAMPBELL indicated a lot of this project will depend on how it is funded, and the 
federal process is long and painful, but if AMATS gets other funding, whether municipal or 
state, it gives AMATS more flexibility in doing the things Mr. Birch is discussing. 
 
MR. FLYNN noted his appreciation of the refinement of the amendment. 
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MR. FLYNN moved to adopt the re-statement of Project 201 as Projects 201(a) through 201(d) 
as described on the memorandum provided.  MR. VAKALIS seconded. 
 
There were no further comments or discussion from the public or the Committee members. 
 
Hearing no objections, the motion passed unanimously. 
 
Recognizing fiscal constraint as a requirement, MR. FLYNN asked if there was room to move 
Project 201(a) to the short-term project list.  In response, MR. SPRING clarified Project 201(a) is 
the EIS study.  He thinks there is sufficient room to move that project.  He indicated he did not 
have the spreadsheet with him to test that, but he thinks the estimate for the environmental was 
about $10 million, and compared to the almost $3 billion worth of projects on the list, it would 
probably be something AMATS could handle. 
 
MR. FLYNN moved to place Project 201(a) into the short-term project list.  MR. VAKALIS 
seconded.   
 
There were no comments from the public.  There was no further discussion from the Committee. 
 
Hearing no objections, the motion passed unanimously. 
 
MR. VAKALIS move to approve the 2035 MTP as amended for public release.  MR. FLYNN 
seconded. 
 
There were no comments from the public.  There was no discussion from the Committee. 
 
Hearing no objections, the motion passed unanimously. 
 
CHAIR CAMPBELL clarified the motion approved is to release the public hearing draft of the 
MTP as amended by these proceedings. 
 
MR. SPRING referred to the TAC recommendation that included several chapters for KABATA, 
and the Committee’s discussion prior to the motion on replacing this recommendation with an 
index.  He indicated the Committee’s motion basically accepted all TAC recommendations that 
were provided previously, and he thought it would be best to clarify this through a motion. 
 
In response, CHAIR CAMPBELL clarified that he believes the Committee did adopt the 
recommendation for a modification to the table of contents, an appendix or an information sheet 
as part of the approved motion in the last meeting.  He will reconfirm this.  MR. VAKALIS 
indicated he was not present for that, but it was his understanding as well.   
 
CHAIR CAMPBELL further stated that is consistent with what the Committee expects, which is 
that even though the Committee moved to release this, including those recommendations as 
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proposed, his statement that the modifications proposed by this body still stands and that 
includes Project 201, the modification to the schedule in terms of 201 going into the short-term, 
and the index for Knik Arm. 
 

b. Other Business Items - None 
 
6. INFORMATION ITEMS - None 
 

a. Committee Comments - None 
 
7. SCHEDULED AMATS MEETINGS 
 Technical Advisory Committee, January 12, 2012 
 Policy Committee, January 26, 2012 
 Technical Advisory Committee, February 9, 2012 
 Policy Committee, February 23, 2012 
 
8. ADJOURNMENT 
 
The meeting was adjourned at1:13 p.m. 


